Well-known instances of this so-called Zero Negative construction are found in some Dravidian languages in which negation can be signaled by the mere absence of tense marking without an overt marker of negation. In this paper, I take a look at this rare type of negative construction from a typological perspective.
Section 2 briefly introduces the Dravidian Zero Negative construction. Section 3 discusses the phenomenon in a cross-linguistic perspective, suggesting possible typological parallels to the absence of tense and negation markers. Section 4 addresses the possibility of ellipsis of negators in languages in which these are usually present in the negative construction. Section 5 first discusses whether and how the absence of tense and negation markers is functionally motivated and examines then the implications of negatives without negators to the markedness of negation vis-à-vis affirmation. Section 6 offers a brief conclusion.
The Dravidian zero negative
The Dravidian zero negative (Master 1946) , reported from (earlier stages) of many South and Central Dravidian languages, is a negative construction in which negation is expressed without an overt marker of negation, by the mere absence of tense marking present in the corresponding affirmatives. The affirmative verb forms can be rendered schematically as ROOT-TENSE-PERSON and the negative ones as ROOT-PERSON. In Old Kannada, for example, we find the affirmative-negative correspondences in (1) .
(1) Old Kannada (India; Dravidian: Southern Dravidian) (Pilot-Raichoor (2010: 268-269 'I do / did / will not see' As can be seen in (1), there is no overt marker of negation, and the negative (1c) differs from the corresponding affirmatives (1a) and (1b) only by the presence vs. absence of tense marking. The tense distinction made in the affirmative is lost in the negative.
I will not engage in a detailed description of Zero Negatives in different Dravidian languages (see Masters (1946) ; Subrahmanyam (1971) ; Pederson 1993; Pilot-Raichoor (1997 , 2010 for more detailed data and analysis); the brief characterization given here should suffice as a basis for the typological discussion that I now turn to.
Typological parallels
More generally, the Dravidian Zero Negatives may be seen as instances of a construction type in which no overt marker of negation appears and the negative differs from the corresponding affirmative by the absence of marking of a category (or categories) present in the affirmative (be it tense or any other category). This construction type can be called the Subtracting Zero Negative Construction.
In my typological study of standard negation -the basic strategies languages use for negating declarative verbal main clauses (Miestamo 2005) not a single language in an areally and genealogically representative variety sample of 297 languages shows this type of construction. There are three Dravidian languages in the sample, Brahui, (Modern) Kannada and Malayalam, but none of these languages have a productive Subtracting Zero Negative Construction according to my sources.
Outside of the Dravidian family, I am not aware of any languages showing this type of construction, either. This section discusses some typological parallels, i. e. structures that have some properties in common with the Dravidian Zero Negatives (or more generally, with the Subtracting Zero Negative Construction). There are two basic aspects that need to be discussed: that the marking of tense or some other categories is absent (Section 3.1) , and that there is no overt marker of negation (Section 3.2).
Absence of tense marking
The absence of tense marking in the negative is better understood in the context of the distinction between symmetric and asymmetric negation (Miestamo 2005) . Negatives can be divided into two basic types, symmetric and asymmetric, according to whether and how the structure of the negative differs from the structure of the affirmative in addition to the presence of negative markers. The symmetry-asymmetry distinction can be observed in constructions and paradigms.
In a symmetric negative construction, the negative does not differ structurally from the corresponding affirmative in any other way than by the presence of the negative marker(s), e. g., in German (2), where the presence of nicht is the only structural difference between negatives and affirmatives.
(2) German (Germany; Indo-European: Germanic) (constructed example) a. singen 'to sing', 1SG In an asymmetric negative construction the structure of the negative differs from the structure of the corresponding affirmative in other ways (as well), i. e. not (merely) by the presence of the negative marker(s), e. g., in Finnish cf. (3) on this page, where the negative marker is the negative auxiliary ecarrying personal inflections, and the lexical verb appears in the non-finite Connegative form. In a symmetric paradigm the correspondences between the paradigms used in affirmatives and negatives are one-to-one, e. g., in German (2), where all affirmative declaratives, regardless of the choice of categories like tense or person, can be negated and no grammatical distinctions are lost.
In asymmetric paradigms the correspondences between the paradigms used in affirmatives and negatives are not one-to-one; in almost all cases of paradigmatic asymmetry some grammatical distinctions made in the affirmative are lost (neutralized) in the negative, e. g., in Maung (4), where the distinction between realis and irrealis made in the affirmative is lost in the negative obligatorily marked as irrealis.
(4) Maung (Australia; Australian: Iwaidjan) (Capell and Hinch 1970: 67) a. Ni-udba
'I do not put.', 'I cannot put.' Constructional asymmetry is found in 83 out of a sample of 179 languages (46 %) and paradigmatic asymmetry in 53 languages (30 %). 3 The Dravidian Zero Negatives show both constructional and paradigmatic asymmetry. 4 The construction is asymmetric in that there are other structural differences between the affirmatives (1a) and (1b) and the negative (1c) than the presence of a negative marker, viz. the absence of tense marking. The paradigm is asymmetric in that the tense distinctions made in the affirmative (1a) and (1b) are lost in the negative (1c). Note that as there is no overt negator, the asymmetry (the absence of tense marking) serves as the indicator of the negative semantics of the clause.
It is not at all rare in the world's languages that the marking of grammatical categories in negatives is different from their marking in affirmatives. The categories that are affected the most often by asymmetry are tense-aspectmood (TAM) categories. Constructional asymmetry affecting the marking of tense-aspect-mood is found in 46 out of 179 languages (26 %), and in 44 out of 179 languages (25 %) there is paradigmatic asymmetry whereby some tense-aspect-mood distinction(s) available in the affirmative are excluded in the negative (these numbers only include instances in which negation affects the marking of tense-aspect-mood categories directly). 5 It is not always straightforwardly clear whether a particular category in a language should be analysed as tense, aspect or mood, but it seems safe to say that tense distinctions are involved in well over a third of the paradigmatic cases.
I will now discuss some examples of how tense-aspect-mood categories can be affected. As was already seen in the Maung example (4) above, irrealis mood may be obligatory under negation in some languages and the distinction between realis and irrealis may then be lost. A different type of neutralization happens in Páez (5) , where the affirmative can make a distinction between Progressive and Habitual (5a) and (5b), but the negative suffix {-me:} cannot occur with the Habitual and only the Progressive form is available in the negative (5c); the paradigm is thus asymmetric. The construction is symmetric in that the only difference between the negative and the (Progressive) affirmative verb form is the presence of the negative marker (the absence of the final vowel in (5c) is due to an automatic phonological process and thus does not count as asymmetry in the relevant sense). In most of the languages in which some tense-aspect-mood distinctions made in the affirmative are lost in the negative, there still is some tenseaspect-mood marking in negatives, i. e. only some categories are excluded, as in Páez.
However, there are also a few cases in which the negative does not contain any tense-aspect-mood marking at all even though the corresponding affirmative does; in the 179-language sample there are three languages in which such a construction can be clearly identified. In one of the standard negation constructions available in Rama (example 6), the negative element yaana appears pre-verbally or clause-initially and the verb has no tense marking, i. e. the tense suffixes found in affirmatives (6a) and (6b) are absent in negatives (6c). In Imonda (example 7), postposed hoi is one of the means of expressing standard negation and with this negative marker tense marking does not appear on the verb. In Ogbronuagum (8) , the Factitive, Future, and Progres-sive categories are negated by a construction in which the negative marker is fused with the subject proclitic and no tense-aspect-mood marker is present.
(6) Rama (Nicaragua; Chibchan: Rama) (Grinevald Craig, no date: 106, 145, 190) a. nah 'I am not going to give you food.' (7) Imonda (Papua-New Guinea; Border) (Seiler 1985: 157, 172) ' We shall not catch fish.' What these cases have in common with the Subtracting Zero Negative Construction is that tense-aspect-mood marking found in the affirmative is absent in the negative and the tense-aspect-mood distinctions in question are not available. 7 The constructions are asymmetric as there is no non-negative form differing from the negative by the mere presence / absence of the negative marker, and the paradigms are also asymmetric in that some tense-aspectmood distinctions made in the affirmative are unavailable in the negative.
In the above examples, just as in Dravidian Zero Negatives, the verbal forms are finite in the sense that they are neither dependent on a higher verbal element nor verbal forms used as dependent forms in other contexts. There is a subtype of asymmetric negation in which the lexical verb loses its finiteness in the negative, and among these constructions one can find some more cases of absence of tense-aspect-mood marking in the negative. In Sentani (9), the negative marker is a vowel prefix, all verbal marking (tense-aspect-mood, person-number) is lost on the verb, and the verb appears in the Non-Temporal form, which is a non-finite form used in some dependent clauses as well. 'I / you / he / she / we / you / they didn't / do(es)n't / won't hear.'
In Sentani the absence of tense-aspect-mood marking is not due to negation in the same sense as in the cases discussed earlier: the negative construction uses a non-finite form of the lexical verb, and because this non-finite form happens to lack tense-aspect-mood marking in this language, such marking is also absent in negatives. In negative constructions in which the lexical verb loses its finiteness, tense-aspect-mood marking is only rarely lost; it happens in only two more languages in the 179-language sample: Inanwatan and Rama (in a different construction from the one discussed above).
A few more cases of absence of tense marking may come about through the ellipsis of auxiliaries introduced to carry verbal inflections when the lexical verb loses its finiteness. In Apalaí, the negative marker -pyra appears on the lexical verb that becomes non-finite and the copula is introduced to carry tense and subject marking (10) . (10) Apalaí (Brazil; Cariban) (Koehn and Koehn 1986: 64) a. isapokara The copula is, however, optional if the grammatical categories expressed by it are obvious from the context. Absence of tense-aspect-mood marking in negatives through the optional loss of copula in this type of negative construction can be found in seven of the 179 languages: Apalaí, Araona, Lower Grand Valley Dani, Quileute, Suena, Waorani and Yareba.
In this section I have shown that the loss of tense-aspect-mood distinctions in negatives is by no means unique to Dravidian languages (although the complete absence of tense-aspect-mood marking present in the corresponding affirmatives is rather uncommon). I will now turn to the much rarer aspect of the Dravidian negatives -the absence of an overt marker of negation.
Negatives with no overt markers of negation
As discussed above, Subtracting Zero Negative Constructions have not been found outside of the Dravidian family. The Raritätenkabinett suggests that such a construction might be found in two non-Dravidian languages, viz. Achumawi and Malakmalak, and a similar claim has also been made concerning Karitiâna. In this section I will examine all three cases, and discuss to which extent they fit the definition of the Subtracting Zero Negative Construction. Finally, I will take a look at negation in Igbo, which clearly does not show a Subtracting Zero Negative Construction, but comes closest to having no overt negative marker in standard negation in my 297-language variety sample.
Malakmalak
The Raritätenkabinett mentions Malakmalak as a possible case of Zero Negation. The source for this information is Forest (1993) , but if we take a closer look at Forest (1993: 61-63) or the original source (Birk 1976) , there is no reason to see a Subtracting Zero Negative Construction in this language. Negation can be expressed using a negative construction in which the negative particle (adverb) akana occurs preverbally (11) . (11) Malakmalak (Australia; Australian: Northern Daly) (Birk 1976: 124) 
'He will not slap her.' Often, however, negative meaning is expressed with constructions whose primary function is not (pure) negation. The Adversative (marked by the suffixes -tan and -wur) is one of the means for expressing these indirect negatives. According to Birk (1976: 92) , the Adversative "renders of no account the action described by the verb root to which it is suffixed". In (12a) we can see -tan in a sort of frustrative ("in vain") function and in (12b) it is translated as a negative. Another inherently non-negative suffix, -manNa, can be used as a negator in a restricted number of contexts. 8 What is relevant for our concerns is that even if Malakmalak often expresses meanings that would be expressed with direct negatives in most other languages with less direct ways of negation, these categories are overtly marked, and clearly do not constitute parallels to the Dravidian Zero Negatives. The avoidance of explicit marking of negation is of a very different kind -functional (semantic / pragmatic) rather than formal as in the Subtracting Zero Negative Construction. Wintu (USA; Penutian: Wintuan) shows a similar kind of avoidance of the use of direct negatives (see Lee 1946) .
A slightly different case may be found in Ungarinjin (Australia; Australian: Wororan; Rumsey 1982) . In this language, negatives are obligatorily marked as irrealis, i. e. the negative particle occurs together with the irrealis form of the verb. But the irrealis form can occasionally be used with a negative meaning without a preceding negative particle. Is this then a negative without a negator? According to Rumsey (1982: 91) , the irrealis form of the verb comes from an earlier negative form, i. e. a negative form has been reanalysed as irrealis. In the rare cases in which the irrealis form still expresses negation alone, it may perhaps be analysed as a negative marker as was the case at an earlier stage of the language. In any case, the category is overtly marked and thus clearly different from the Subtracting Zero Negative Construction.
Achumawi
In Achumawi (13) , standard negation is expressed with a construction in which the lexical verb is nominalized, and the marker tsé-is attached to the existential copula which appears as the finite element of the clause. 'I do not eat.' According to Forest (1993: 53) there is no negative element in the construction -the element tsé-is taken to be a special participial form of the verb 'be'. However, nowhere in de Angulo and Freeland (1931; the source that Forest also uses) is tsé-treated as a form of the verb 'be'. The following quote shows clearly that they treat it as a negative element (de Angulo and Freeland 1931: 112):
The "auxiliary" [form of the verb be] is used especially to form the negative, in connection with the element tsé-(to be classed as an "adjective"?). The combination is then followed by the Denominative form of the verb to be expressed negatively, thus; tsé-sùwí d-ámm-ì "I don't eat" (not-I-am eating)
Although they are not certain about the categorial status of tsé-, they clearly treat it as a negative element, glossing it as "not" and calling it "the ordinary negative" (de Angulo and Freeland 1931: 116) and "negative particle" (de Angulo and Freeland 1931: 117); they do not give any indication that it would be a form of the verb 'be'. 9 There can be no other conclusion than that tsé-is a negative marker.
However, if we look beyond standard negation in Achumawi, we can find constructions in which it seems to be the case that no overt marker of negation is present. The element nám '(not) yet' has positive meaning when followed by a verb with Indicative pronominal prefixes and negative meaning when Subordinate pronominal prefixes are found on the following verb (14). This is the only example of this construction found in the source, and there is no further information given. In a passage dealing with the Subordinate category (de Angulo and Freeland 1931: 89-90), we learn further that its functions are as follows: it is used in interrogatives, in complement clauses and to express the idea 'to have performed an action once before'. It is difficult to interpret nám as involving a negative element when it occurs in front of a Subordinate verb but not involving one in connection with an Indicative verb. On the basis of the information available in de Angulo and Freeland (1931) , we may consider this to be a negative construction without negators. However, it is not an instance of Subtracting Zero Negative Construction, since it is not the case that the construction differs from the corresponding affirmative by the absence of marking of a category present in the affirmativethe difference is in the use of a different set of subject prefixes (Subordinate instead of Indicative). Forest (1993: 17, citing Hilders and Lawrance 1957) mentions a similar construction from the Eastern Sudanic (Nilo-Saharan) language Teso.
A third construction to be discussed from Achumawi is the negation of the Periphrastic Future of Eventuality (15). (15) In this construction, negation is expressed by the addition of dùtsì, a nominalized form of the verb 'be', without the presence of any overtly negative element. According to de Angulo and Freeland (1931: 112, 116-117) , this is due to the fact that the regular -á;mè (negative after Denominatives) is not compatible with the Purposive -(ì;)gú. A possible analysis would of course be to see dùtsì as the marker of negation in this particular construction, and the connection with the verb 'be' would then be only diachronic. Be it as it may, this construction is not an instance of Subtracting Zero Negative Construction, since morphemes are added rather than deleted when the affirmative is turned into a negative.
Karitiâna
According to Landin (1984: 1, 11-12) , Karitiâna marks affirmatives overtly while negatives are unmarked, i. e. negatives differ from affirmatives by the absence of the Affirmative markers and no negative marker is present. Furthermore, tense-aspect suffixes are also absent in negatives. This is illustrated by the pair of examples in (16) . (16) Karitiâna (Brazil; Tupian: Arikem) (Landin 1984: 11) 10 a. y 'I will not bathe.' Some further differences between affirmatives and negatives are also observed. In negatives containing a transitive verb the third person direct object pronoun i-is inserted. In the case of intransitive stems with initial stress the epenthetic element ry-appears, and on consonant-final stems the epenthetic element -y is found. Thus in the case of vowel-final intransitives with noninitial stress, negatives seem to differ from the corresponding affirmative by the absence of the Affirmative marker (and tense marking).
Storto's analysis of Karitiâna negatives differs from Landin's and the essential differences can be briefly summarized as follows (Storto 1999 and p. c.) . There is an overt negator in the negative construction, the postverbal element pa d ni, but this element can also be omitted (17). 11 (17) Karitiâna (Brazil; Tupian: Arikem) (Storto 1999: 68- Since the prefixal markers that Landin calls Affirmative are absent not only in the negative, but also in some non-declarative contexts such as imperatives, interrogatives and quotes, they are analysed as Declarative mood markers, marking "a statement that the speaker believes to be true." (Storto 1999: 163, n. 56) . Their absence does not signal negation. Everett's (2006: 328-332 ) account is, again, different. He notes (Everett 2006: 329) that the negator pa d ni "can (and typically does) follow the verb in negative clauses", cf. (18d). Apart from this optional negator, intransitive and transitive verbs behave differently. In the case of vowel-final intransitives with non-inital stress, negation is unmarked (if pa d ni is not used) (18a). Consonant-final intransitives receive the negative suffix -1 / -ĩ (18b) and (18c) and initially stressed intransitives may be prefixed with the negative marker Ri-(18c); the elements treated as epenthetic elements by Landin and Storto are thus taken to be morphological negative markers. In transitive negatives the prefix i-appears (18d). This element was analysed as a third person marker by both Landin and Storto, but Everett treats it as an irrealis marker, since it is also used in interrogatives and imperatives and is not restricted to third person contexts (see also Everett 2006: 253-256) . The markers analysed as Affirmative by Landin and Declarative by Storto are also treated differently by Everett (2006: 284-290, 409-424) : he agrees with the earlier analyses that they are not used in negatives, imperatives and interrogatives, but does not consider them to be markers of mood. Instead, they are analysed as markers of voice, marking Speech-Act-Participant and Non-Speech-Act-Participant voices. Examples of affirmatives with and without the use of the Non-Speech-Act-Participant prefix can be seen in (18f) and (18g), cf. (18h). The examples in (18) also show that tense is not systematically absent in negatives, but tense marking varies according to the clausal construction used in a more complex way.
The Karitiâna data have been analysed in different ways by different authors. All these analyses point to the direction that there is an environment (vowel-final intransitives with non-inital stress) in which negation may be completely unmarked in case the postverbal negator is ellipted. In other contexts there is always an overt marker, although in the case of transitives, following Everett's analysis, the marker is not a dedicated negative marker but a more general irrealis marker (cf. the discussion of Ungarinjin on page 177). Contrasted with affirmatives marked with the (Non)-Speech-Act-Participant voice, example pairs can indeed be found in which the affirmative contains a marker and the negative differs from it by the absence of this marker, e. g., (16a) vs. (16b) on page 180. These look very much like instances of Subtracting Zero Negative Construction. However, if the system is considered as a whole, Karitiâna cannot be said to use a Subtracting Zero Negative Construction to express negation.
Igbo
In Igbo, the basic tense-aspect-mood and polarity distinctions are made by the presence vs. absence of the vowel prefix and by varying tone. The (indicative) system shows a basic distinction between imperfective and perfective aspect. The imperfective has the prefix in the negative but not in the affirmative (19a), (19b), whereas in the perfective the opposite pattern is found, the prefix occurring in the affirmative but not in the negative (19c). 13 Affirmatives and negatives also differ in their characteristic tone patterns. With inseparable subject pronouns, the prefix is never used, and in such cases some distinctions are made by tone only cf. (20a) The functional load carried by tone is high. Sometimes even the tonal patterns are identical, thus e. g. (20b) is ambiguous between a negative and an exclamative affirmative. Such ambiguities may arise in different parts of the verbal system, and various (non-inflectional) affixes can be used to disambiguate. Negatives often have the emphatic suffix -ghI, but this is not obligatory, and it can occur in the affirmative too (cf. Green and Igwe 1963: 60) . 14 Following the analysis of the basic aspectual and polarity distinctions outlined above, we may conclude that there is no overt segmental negator in Igbo -the distinction between affirmation and negation is expressed by the interaction of tone and presence vs. absence of prefix. Negatives have their own characteristic tone patterns and in this general sense we may say that these tone patterns are the overt markers of negation.
In practice, however, the same tone patterns may occur in different functions in different contexts (cf. the ambiguity of (20b)), and thus they are not dedicated markers of negation. The specific combination of proclitics and tones that occur in the negative marks the clauses as negative, but the same segmental elements and tone patterns have other functions in the verbal system as well. Discussing all the possible combinations in detail is beyond the scope of this paper, but the above discussion shows clearly that identifying a specific marker as an overt marker of negation is not straightforward in Igbo.
As I have argued in Miestamo (2005: 272) , a similar situation obtains in Degema (Nigeria; Niger-Congo: Edoid). In terms of the symmetry-asymmetry distinction, we can say that, just as in the Dravidian Zero Negatives, the asymmetry alone renders the sentences negative in these languages.
Ellipsis of negators
Expression of negation without negators may come about through the ellipsis of negative markers. As already seen in example (3) on page 171, Finnish expresses negation with an asymmetric construction in which the negative marker is the negative auxiliary e-carrying personal inflections, and the lexical verb appears in the Connegative form (which is formally an uninflected stem and does not contain any negative marking).
Several authors, e. g., Savijärvi (1977 Savijärvi ( , 1981 , have reported that in their dialectal material, the negative auxiliary is sometimes ellipted (21).
(21) Häme dialect of Finnish (Finland; Uralic: Finnic) (Savijärvi 1977: 28) su-lla The negative meaning is clear in (21), but no negative marker is present. The Connegative form of the verb and the negative polarity clitic -kA are enough to convey negative force here. It should also be noted that even if we changed these elements into elements occurring in declarative affirmatives, the word order would not be possible for a positive statement, at least not in the context in which this clause has been uttered. There are thus enough clues that this is indeed a negative, although no overt negator is present.
Ellipsis of the negative auxiliary has also been reported from other Uralic languages, e. g., Estonian dialects (see Honti 1997: 165-166 
and references therein; Klaus 2009).
Similar negatives without the negative auxiliary are found in contemporary spoken Finnish, and as Kotilainen (2007) In (22) the negative meaning is again clear, although no overt marker of negation is present. The Connegative form of the verb is enough to express the negative meaning here, and again, word order is different from any felicitous positive expression in the same context. Kotilainen (2007) points out that these constructions occur as a strong reaction to what has been said before, cf. the exclamation marks and the shouting smiley in (22). According to him, this is not a case of ellipsis of the negative auxiliary in contemporary Finnish, but has been conventionalized as a special affective negative construction.
Summarizing, negatives without overt negation can be found in Finnish either due to ellipsis of the negator or in a special affective construction, and the other structural differences between negatives and affirmatives then convey negative meaning. However, in contrast to the Dravidian Zero Negatives, these are not instances of standard negation, i. e. they do not belong to the basic means Finnish employs for the simple / neutral negation of declarative verbal main clauses. Furthermore, they do not fall under the definition of the Subtracting Zero Negative Construction, since negation is not expressed by subtraction of material present in the affirmative.
Ellipsis of negative marking has also been reported from the Australian language Nunggubuyu. There is extensive structural asymmetry between affirmatives and negatives in this language: affirmatives and negatives differ in realis-irrealis marking, most negatives being obligatorily irrealis-marked, and there are some other differences in the marking of verbal categories as well; furthermore, nouns and demonstratives in the scope of negation also show different behaviour from the affirmative, see Heath (1984: 526) for a summary and Miestamo (2005: 106-108, 328-329, 429-430) for discussion. According to Heath (1984: 531) , the negative marker is sometimes ellipted, and then the asymmetries serve to mark negation alone.
This section has shown that in some languages in which negation is asymmetric, the negative marker may sometimes fall out and the asymmetries can then distinguish these negative clauses from affirmatives without the presence of an overt marker of negation. I have not encountered this in the grammars of any other language of my sample. This may be because the phenomenon is indeed very rare. I would, however, tend to think that it might be somewhat more widespread, but as its textual frequency is low in the languages in which it occurs, descriptive grammarians usually either ignore it or leave it out as a marginal phenomenon.
Discussion

Functional motivations
In this section I will address the functional motivations behind the Dravidian Zero Negatives. I will start from the motivations for the loss of tense distinctions and discuss the absence of tense marking further below. The following principles are proposed as general motivations for the cross-linguistically recurrent types of negative structures in (Miestamo 2005: Ch. 5) : Symmetric negatives are language-internally analogous to the affirmative, copying its linguistic structure; they are ultimately motivated by pressure for system cohe-sion. Asymmetric negatives copy different aspects of the functional asymmetry between affirmation and negation and are thus language-externally analogous to these functional-level asymmetries (for the notions of languageinternal and language-external analogy, see also Itkonen 2005 ). The specific functional-level asymmetry proposed as explanation for the existence of paradigmatic asymmetry in which grammatical distinctions are lost in negatives, i. e. the type also represented by the Dravidian Zero Negatives, emerges from the discourse context of negation. 15 Negatives are typically used as denials of propositions that are in some sense present in the context, so when negatives are uttered, their temporal and other properties are usually familiar to the speaker and hearer and need not be further specified. In some languages this has grammaticalized as obligatory neutralization of (some) grammatical distinctions in the negative. Another functional level asymmetry between affirmatives and negatives that can contribute to the loss of grammatical distinctions in the negative is that it is often more difficult and less relevant to attribute temporal and other specifications to non-realized, e. g., negated, events than to realized ones.
Concerning the absence of negative marking in Dravidian, many authors (e. g., Pederson 1993) have argued that the Zero Negatives have come about through phonological erosion of the negative marker. According to PilotRaichoor (1997 PilotRaichoor ( , 2010 , the phonological erosion account is not plausible, since all hypotheses following that line in the literature contain some unresolved problems and controversies. She argues that the construction has a semantic motivation linked to the specific meanings of the Dravidian tense morphemes, and that favourable conditions for its structural development were created by the shift from analytic to synthetic type that the languages underwent in that historical period. Not being a Dravidianist, I will not engage in a detailed discussion of the history of the Dravidian construction, but keep my focus on the typological perspective.
There is one way in which typological investigations could lend support to Pilot-Raichoor's account: demonstrating that the type of tense-aspect-mood semantics found in Dravidian correlates with the presence of a Subtracting Zero Negative Construction. A typological investigation charting the crosslinguistic frequency and distribution of such tense-aspect-mood meanings is beyond the scope of the present study. But even if this information were available, no such correlation could be demonstrated since Subtracting Zero Negative Constructions are not found in any non-Dravidian language. In this light, one must agree with Pilot-Raichoor's conclusion that the uniqueness of the Dravidian Zero Negative construction is due to the rarity of the simultaneous occurrence of all the factors conditioning its development -a situation underlying most (if not all) rara and rarissima.
We have seen that the absence of negative markers is very rare. Tense and aspect distinctions are commonly lost in negatives, and in some languages, the tense-aspect-mood markers present in the affirmative are completely absent in the negative. Yet, in all these cases, except in the Dravidian Zero Negatives, there is overt marking of negation. This conforms to the observation, which has been common knowledge at least since Jespersen (1917) , that negatives very often need reinforcement and tend to be expressed by more, rather than less, phonetic material. The best known example of the effects of this need is the development of negation, e. g., in English and French, commonly referred to as Jespersen's Cycle, whereby emphatic elements are needed to make negative meaning more explicit and these elements are then reanalysed as negative markers, which may later allow for the phonetic reduction and loss of earlier negative elements. And indeed, the need for reinforcement is doing its work in Igbo as well (cf. Section 3.2.3): the emphatic suffix seems to be becoming an overt negative marker used with the constructions containing no dedicated segmental markers of negation. The ultimate motivation for the need for reinforcement comes from the discourse context of negatives: as the prototypical use of negation is denial of semantic contents that are implicitly or explicitly present in the context, they often constitute somewhat abrupt speech acts, and therefore need emphasis on the negativity (see Miestamo 2005: 197-199, 209-210 for more discussion). The Dravidian Zero Negatives go drastically against this well-motivated tendency.
Coming back to the cases of ellipsis in Section 4, since constructions first arise in performance and only later conventionalize as grammatical constructions, the ellipsis of negators may indeed provide a source for negatives without negators. However, as negation needs clear and often emphatic expression, the elliptic cases cannot easily develop into grammatical constructions as such, and a new negative element is likely to emerge to make sure that negative force is conveyed. Concerning the newly conventionalized affective negative construction without overt negator in Finnish (see example (22) on page 184), Kotilainen (2007) suggests that the pronominal negative polarity item mitään 'anything' might be on its way to becoming a negative marker in this construction (cf. the Estonian negative element mitte which is etymologically the same element).
Negatives without negators and typological markedness
The foundations of the typological conception of markedness were laid by Greenberg (1966) . Following Croft (2003) , the criteria for typological markedness can be reduced to overt coding, behavioural potential and frequency. 16 According to the overt coding criterion, the marked category is expressed by at least as many morphemes as the unmarked one. Behavioural potential is divided into two criteria: on the one hand, the paradigmatic potential of the unmarked category is at least as high as that of the marked one, i. e. at least as many grammatical distinctions can be made in connection with the unmarked category as with the marked one, and on the other, the distributional potential of the unmarked category is at least as high as that of the marked one, i. e. the unmarked category may itself be embedded in at least as many contexts as the marked one. Finally, according to the frequency criterion, the unmarked category occurs at least as frequently as the marked one.
The frequency criterion is not of interest here, since there is certainly no reason to expect that a standard negation construction without an overt marker of negation would behave differently from one with overt negators with respect to the textual frequency of negatives vs. affirmatives -affirmatives are more frequent than negatives no matter how negation is expressed. The behavioural criteria are more interesting in this context, since the Dravidian Zero Negatives do indeed show negatives as more marked than affirmatives: more grammatical distinctions are made in the affirmative than in the negative (just as in the numerous cases in which grammatical distinctions are unavailable in the negative discussed in Section 3.1). In this context, the most interesting criterion is overt coding, as some have claimed that the Dravidian Zero Negatives constitute a counterexample to the markedness of negation vis-à-vis affirmation in this sense.
It is true that there is more phonological and morphological material in the Old Kannada affirmative verb forms (1a) and (1b) on page 170 than in the negative (1c), and if we look at the whole verb form, we may say that the affirmative is coded by a longer form; but this is not what the overt coding criterion is about. There is no overt marking of affirmation either -the tense markers express tense-aspect-mood, not affirmation -and since the overt coding criterion says that the marked category is expressed by at least as many morphemes as the unmarked one, a situation in which neither category is overtly marked is not in conflict with the markedness of negation. Polarity -either affirmative or negative -is not overtly coded in any morpheme in the verb, and what we are dealing with here is a global constructional meaning carried by the whole verb form; this is also true of the other cases of negation without negators discussed in this paper.
In conclusion, the Dravidian Zero Negatives do not constitute counterevidence to the markedness of negation on the overt coding criterion either. There are no languages, Dravidian or other, in which (non-emphatic) affirmation receives overt marking while negation is unmarked (see Miestamo 2007 for more discussion on the typological markedness of negation).
Conclusion
In this paper, I have discussed, from a typological perspective, the Dravidian Zero Negative construction, or more generally the Subtracting Zero Negative Construction -a construction in which no overt marker of negation appears and the construction differs from the corresponding affirmative by the absence of marking of categories present in the affirmative. I have shown that it is indeed unique to Dravidian. That tense-aspect-mood distinctions are lost is not in itself rare, but expressing negation without any overt marker of negation is, and the combination of these two features makes the Dravidian construction unique. I have shown that, very rarely, negation can be expressed without overt negators in some other languages as well, but these constructions are clearly different from the Dravidian Zero Negatives. I have also discussed some suggested cases of zero negation that turn out not to be such. I have looked at the ellipsis of negators, and finally, I have examined the functional motivations behind negatives without negators and discussed these negatives from the point of view of typological markedness.
As an overall conclusion to this paper, I would like to reformulate the answers to two questions: First, why are negatives without negators rare? My view is that negatives make strong speech acts and need strong expression; it is not communicatively efficient to express negation only covertly. Why, then, are negatives without negators possible in the first place? My answer to this question is that there is functional asymmetry between affirmation and negation, and this grammaticalizes as structural asymmetry in many languages; this structural asymmetry provides other cues to identify negation in addition to the presence of overt negative markers, and thus enables negation without negators in some rare cases. Abbreviations 1 = first person; 2 = second person; 3 = third person; ABS = absolutive; ADE = adessive; AFF = affirmative; AVR = adversative; CNG = connegative; DECL = declarative; EMPH = emphatic; EPN = epenthetic; ERG = ergative; F = feminine; FACT = factative; FOC = focus; FUT = future; FV = final vowel; HAB = habitual; IMPST = immediate past; IMPF = imperfecive; INE = inessive; INTR = intransitive; IRR = irrealis; M = masculine; NAME = proper name; NEG = negative; NFUT = non-future; NMLZ = nominalization; NPI = negative polarity item; NPST = nonpast; NSAP = non-speech-act-participant; NTMP = non-temporal; OBJ = object; OBL = oblique; PART = partitive; PASS = passive; PERF = perfect; PFX = prefix; PL = plural; PLUPERF = pluperfect; PNCT = punctual; PRES = present; PROG = progressive; PST = past; PURP = purposive; R = realis; SBRD = subordinate; SG = singular; SUBJ = subject; TNS = tense; TOP = topic Acknowledgments I wish to thank my audience at the Rara & Rarissima conference and the editors of this volume for their useful comments on the manuscript. The research reported here has been conducted at the universities of Helsinki and Antwerp, and financed by these universities and the Academy of Finland; the support of these institutions is gratefully acknowledged.
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